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Yapp is a free and easy-to-use
picture viewer, organizer, and
converter. You can use Yapp to
view, convert, and edit single
photos, multiple images,
folders, or even entire disk
images. Yapp can save pictures
in jpeg, gif, and bmp format.
The most powerful feature of
Yapp is its unique automatic
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"smart folder" technology that
you can use to create, name,
and organize images in a way
that makes sense to you.
Combine various types of
images, backgrounds, and titles
into Smart Folders. Print, label,
and mail your pictures with just
one mouse click. Export images
as jpeg, gif, or bmp formats.
View pictures in fully-featured
photo viewer. View thumbnails,
change background, zoom-in
and rotate. Set pictures as your
desktop wallpaper and organize
with Yapp. Create, name, and
move pictures. Use keyboard
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shortcuts for faster editing.
Yapp allows you to browse
through pictures without
slowing your computer down.
You can preview images without
running the program or
installing any other programs.
Special characters and arrow
keys work perfectly. Image
editing can be performed with
the Edit option. Yapp also
provides features that you won't
find in most picture viewers.
Convert, resize, zoom-in, rotate,
combine, delete, and archive
pictures Faster thumbnails
search File type selector File
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name auto correction You can
use Yapp to perform a variety of
image editing operations,
including converting, resizing,
and rotating. Yapp's
revolutionary smart folder
technology helps you organize
your pictures by automatically
creating, naming, and
organizing them. You can
choose images and
backgrounds as well as their
corresponding titles to be
placed in a Smart Folder. You
can view thumbnails of pictures
in a given folder, change their
background, zoom in, rotate,
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combine, and delete pictures.
You can create, move, and
rename pictures using the
keyboard. Yapp is an easy-touse picture viewer that can
function as your desktop or web
wallpaper. You can use Yapp to
browse through your pictures,
delete the ones you no longer
want, print, or mail pictures.
You can do all of these
operations while keeping your
computer running at normal
speeds. The program is fast and
light, allowing you to edit
photos with ease. Yapp is a slim
photo viewer that will run fine
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on Windows 95, Windows 98,
Windows NT 4.0, Windows
2000, Windows XP
Yapp Download PC/Windows

Yapp (Yet Another Picture
Program) provides you with a
convenient way to view and
organize your photos. You can
simply press the spacevar
whenere you want to view a
picture in full-screen. Slide
shows, batch renaming, and
lossless JPEG rotation are only a
mouse click or a keystroke
away. You can create new
folders, drag and drop files, and
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quickly move, copy, rename, or
delete them. No decisions are
made for you: where you put
your pictures and what you call
them is entirely up to you, so
you can organize your photos in
a way that makes sense to you.
Yapp just makes it easier. Yapp
is lightweight and highly
scalable, so it can browse
through folders containing
thousands of images without
slowing down appreciably. An
extensive set of welldocumented keyboard shortcuts
helps those with fast fingers
and a need for speed get things
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done rapidly. Yapp Description:
Description: Yet Another Picture
Program is a compact, yet
powerful Windows program
which lets you view, arrange,
rename and delete your photos.
Since it is a free, minimalist
application, you can download it
very fast. Yet Another Picture
Program runs as a standalone
program or as a Windows
service so that you do not need
to install anything. YAP (Yet
Another Picture Program) is
simple, easy to use and very
effective for reducing your
photos' size without losing your
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data and without damaging
them. YAP can be used by
anyone and has a great user
interface. The program is very
easy to use, even for beginners.
YAP is capable of displaying
multi-page photos, different
images at the same time, and
the program supports a wide
variety of file formats including
JPEG, BMP, GIF, PNG, EXIF, and
TIFF. You can set the preview
image in both portrait and
landscape mode. It is possible
to automatically rotate images.
Another powerful feature allows
batch renaming of photos.
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Renaming options include: date,
day, month, year, hour, minute,
year, day, month time time and
date time with no date words. In
this mode, which is similar to
the one provided by Windows,
you can use words of your own
choosing to replace the words in
the original title or description.
You can also use capital letters
for the first letter of every word.
These words are written in any
combination of upper and
lowercase letters. When you
find a photo you like, you can
quickly find and load it by using
a b7e8fdf5c8
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Yapp (Yet Another Picture
Program) is a multiple image
viewer with an advanced set of
features and tools for working
with pictures. Its key features
are as follows: - Fast and
efficient picture browsing and
handling - Frame library for
sequential viewing - Import of
folders with thousands of
pictures - Multimedia viewing
via split screen, e.g., with
powerpoint presentations - JPEG
file opening - Import of
embedded EXIF data - Windows11 / 22

style drag and drop of pictures
for moving them - Batch file
renaming - Lossless rotation
and cropping of jpg and bmp
files - Float panel with quick
access to toolbar and key
functions - Show advanced
options by right-clicking on the
picture thumbnails - Offers file
sorting - Archive viewer with
transition and extract feature Print dialog - Placer tool to see
the places on the screen where
pictures are displayed - Shell
extensions for the toolbars for
including import of folders,
address box, rotate, copy, and
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label - GUI skin with better look
and feel - Included ISO 6496-1
and ISO 6496-2 image viewers Ability to convert a picture to a
clipboard item - Easy to use and
requires no knowledge of
computers - MultilingualBET
enforcement agencies had
raided a number of local bars in
the Kenilworth area of Lagos
State two weeks ago. Some
drinkers were found to have
purchased three bottles of beer
in the bars. Read more on the
issue in the online version of
The Guardian, here. Is this
arrestable? Is this an arrestable
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offence? The content of this
article is only available to
subscribers Readers that are
not subscribers can view this
article if they purchase this
issue individually. The
organisation behind this
magazine has a subscription
package that allows for
unlimited access to all their
back issues. - Infant positions
itself as a "beach shack" for
beer in Lagos. - Consumers
apparently use the sport of
extreme beer drinking to
demonstrate their masculinity. Does the mere existence of the
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beer garden make the product
illegal? BET enforcement
agencies had raided a number
of local bars in the Kenilworth
area of Lagos State two weeks
ago. Some drinkers were found
to have purchased three bottles
of beer in the bars. Read more
on the issue in the online
version of The Guardian, here.
Is this arrestable
What's New In?

"Yapp" is a free program for the
digital photo management and
organizing. It is an easy-to-use
and extremely powerful
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application for Windows, that
helps you to organize and
manage your digital photos.
Yapp folder viewer is specialized
software solution for keeping
track of folders. With the help of
Yapp application you will be
able to sort and view the
contents of your folder in a very
useful way. Features of Yapp:
Drag and Drop. Sort by Date,
Time, Alias, Size, Type,
Modification Date or any other
folder property. Create new
folders on demand. Shift +
Arrow keys navigation. Multiple
files selection with the help of
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Shift key. Easy search by Ctrl+F
(with number highlights too),
F3,Ctrl+R, Alt+F3 or any other
shortcut key you have. Yapp will
be able to search the folder
contents in a few clicks. Easy
sorting by Date, Time, Alias,
Size, Type, Modification Date or
any other folder property. Yapp
supports pictures, music, and
video files. Ad-supported: you
can upgrade Yapp with the
advantage of a shortcut bar
across the top right-hand corner
of the Yapp window, displaying
context-sensitive ads. Full
control over the Yapp window.
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Yapp: - Easy and Fast Digital
Photo Management and
Organizing Software. - Accurate
automatic file detection; so that
you can quickly sort and
preview your pictures in a
folder. - Store your pictures into
a database and quickly search
through them (like a database).
- Create new folders, load
pictures, browse them on a
map, delete your pictures or
files, and manage your files as
you like. - Exporter to popular
image formats like jpeg, gif,
png, bmp, tif. - Yapp can
remember the picture's
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attributes and re-use them for
easy sorting. - Powerful image
editing tools like rotation,
resizing, cropping. - Create new
custom actions, use them right
in the picture-viewing windows.
- Uninstall Yapp with no lost of
your pictures. - Works with all
popular windows, including
large tables, notebooks,
scanners, and cameras. Supports all possible
combinations of Windows,
including Home & Professional
editions. Note: this is not a
stand-alone program and needs
the freeware "Picture Files
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Explorer (Filesexplorer) by XPloitable.
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System Requirements For Yapp:

Minimum: OS: Windows
XP/Vista/7/8/10/macOS 10.7.5
Processor: Intel Pentium 3 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX 9-compatible Hard
Drive: 1 GB free DirectX:
Version 9.0 or later
Recommended: OS: Windows
8/10/macOS 10.7.5 Processor:
Intel Core i3/i5/i7 Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: DirectX 9
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